BPES 10-105
A NEW BACK PULLER EXTRACTOR SET,
FROM NTN-SNR

1 KIT : 2 TOOLS
In order to meet your expectations, the BPES 10-105, with its movable support brace, enables detachment and extraction. Thanks to the back puller and the 2 arm puller provided in only one kit, removal of rings or bearings tightly fitted on a shaft and difficult to grip, becomes very easy.

SAFE
Kit contains 2 sharp bevelled blades which ensure a very good grip on the bearing and avoid deterioration of the shaft’s seat while dismounting. With a power of 100kN, BPES 10-105 guarantees reliable and safe dismounting in every instance.

MULTIPURPOSE
With its unique design and modular tools, the BPES 10-105 offers you a wide range of applications. The movable puller jaws allow for both internal and external extractions, and the 2 extension rods included are perfect for application requiring a longer reach.
TWO TOOLS IN ONLY ONE KIT

External extraction with movables 2 arms puller (possibility also of internal extraction)

Back puller extraction

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

- 1 extractor
- 1 back puller
- 2 movable jaws
- 2 extension rods
- 2 hex nuts
- 1 spindle tip protector
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